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In order to reverse this trend and counter the insurgents' advantages within the constructs of the fourth generation warfare in which it is currently engaged, the military must discard its inherent distrust of the media, fully embrace the media by re-implementing the embedded media program of Operation 
Embedded Media
During Operation Iraqi Freedom, the military allowed the media unprecedented access and placed a preponderance of the embedded media down at the soldiers' level where they could witness the professionalism of our young men and women. Media sources embedded nearly eight hundred reporters with various units throughout the chain of command. At the height of the operation, the various news agencies filed over six thousand stories a week. 3 The embedded press lived, ate, and moved into combat with the unit to which they were attached. The embed process served as a revelation for the media. As one CBS correspondent said, "I just had no idea our army was filled with such quality people."
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The media saturation was also instrumental in ensuring the enemy propaganda machine was checked and that the media self- 
More Embeds
However, the success of the embedded reporter program has not carried over into the current phase of operations. Just after major combat operations ended in Iraq, the number of embedded reporters dropped to less than fifty, 6 and free-lance reporters replaced them. These reporters are not well versed in the military. Furthermore, the steady drive of the news cycle has had the consequence that the constant attacks on coalition forces are getting all the attention. The media deems these attacks more "newsworthy," while the feel-good feature stories, the hallmark of the reconstruction effort, are deemed "boring."
They don't sell, and they are "all the same. 
Alternative Media
The advent of cable television began the process of the fragmentation of the media that is just reaching critical mass. 
Fourth Generation Warfare
The greatest argument against the increased access of the media in general and to embeds in particular has always been that the negative stories which tend to dominate the coverage aid and abet the enemy. This has never been more relevant than now, when the face of war has changed with the advent of the information age. Fourth generation warfare is an attack on the public conscience and its will to fight. "Fourth generation adversaries will be adept at manipulating the media to alter domestic and world opinion… A major target will be the enemy 
